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LESSON PLAN 2.3.1
TEACHING MODULE 2.3.1
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on Training: Customizing and Printing Simple Designs
Equipment (if PC with Internet access, 3D printer
needed) Optional: calipers for measuring the dimensions of parts
Duration 2 hours
Short Description In this worksheet we will learn how to customize an already existing 3D
model of a mobile phone stand.
Learning Outcomes How to design and measure with precision
Modification and customization of existing 3D models using TinkerCAD,
Alignment of objects, Applying different slicing options
Imagination, Problem solving, Critical
Experimentation, Improvisation, Patience

thinking,

Adaptability,

Activities
Activity 1 Exercise 2.3.1.1
Aim of the Activity Making modifications to an existing 3D design
Duration 25 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Isolate parts of a model, modify dimensions, group objects together.
Resources Worksheet 2.3.1 / Exercise 1, Phone_Stand_original.stl
Activity 2 Exercise 2.3.1.2
Aim of the Activity Customizing a 3D model by adding text
Duration 20 min
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Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Import existing models to TinkerCAD, use workplanes and add Text.
Resources Worksheet 2.3.1 / Exercise 2, Phone_Stand_original.stl
Activity 3 Exercise 2.3.1.3
Aim of the Activity Customizing a 3D model by adding a logo
Duration 25 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Import SVG images to TinkerCAD and use workplanes.
Resources Worksheet 2.3.1 / Exercise 3, Phone_Stand_original.stl, 3D2ACT logo
pyramid.png
Activity 4 Exercise 2.3.1.4
Aim of the Activity Slice the resulting 3D model
Duration 20 min
Type of Activity Worksheet
Teaching Objectives Experiment with slicing settings and options in Cura
Resources Worksheet 2.3.1 / Exercise 4, exported .stl file (phone stand) from
previous exercises
Further Reading
Scalable Vector https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalable_Vector_Graphics
Graphics (SVG)
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Activity Worksheet 2.3.1 (Teacher Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on Training: Customizing and Printing Simple Designs
Activity worksheet 2.3.1
In this worksheet we will learn how to customize an already existing 3D model of a mobile phone
stand. More specifically, we will
•
•
•

make modifications to the design of the model
add “engraved” custom text to the model
add an “engraved” image/logo taken from a 2D image

Afterwards, we will export the 3D model, slice it appropriately (changing the orientation, adding
supports etc.) and finally 3D print it. The final printed result will look like the following image.
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Exercise 1: Making Modifications to an Existing 3D Design
Let’s assume that we want to make changes to a 3D model (.stl file), that we haven’t designed
ourselves. In this example we will use a very popular phone stand from Thingiverse
(https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2120591). This model was designed for a particular phone
in mind and the dimensions of the phone holders (as shown in the picture below) have a specific
width (around 8mm). However, the thickness of different cell phones may vary (depending on
the model, whether or not there is a protective sleeve, or a protective case etc.)

Our goal is to increase the length of the phone holders by 2mm.
[Optional: For more accurate measurements, we can use calipers to determine the thickness of
our phone (see the picture below) and increase the length of the holders accordingly.]
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[Note: You can skip this exercise if the dimensions of the phone holders are already correct for
your particular phone.]
Download the 3D model from Thingiverse (or use the provided .stl file), open TinkerCAD, sign-in
and click on the “Create new design” button. Change the name of the project to “3D2ACT phone
stand” and click on the “Import” button to load the 3D model.

To increase the length of the phone holders, we must first “cut-off” and isolate only this specific
part of model. To achieve this, you can do the following:
•

Use the “Workplane tool” button to select the workplane as shown in the pictures below.
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•

Use two (or more) hollow boxes to “cut-off” the holders from the rest of the model. An
indication of the position and dimensions of the hollow boxes is given in the images
below.
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•

Select all objects and click the “Group” button.
The remaining parts of the model (just the holders) should look like the image below.

•

Select both objects and click on “Duplicate and repeat”. Now that we have two copies,
remove the “outer” part from the one and the “inner” part from the other, using again
two hollow boxes, and group each object with the respective hollow box.

•

Drag the middle square handle outwards to increase the length of the piece by 4mm
instead of 2mm that we actually want e.g. from 5mm to 9mm as shown in the picture (or
as long as you prefer). We do that because it is better to have an overlap of 1mm on each
size when we reattach the parts. This way we avoid any minor gaps and have a better
“solid” model. If the surfaces are barely touching may cause problems when printing.
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[Note: Make sure that the “Snap Grid” at the bottom of the page is set to 1.0mm. This
helps a lot and makes it easier when changing dimensions.]

•

Then move the “outer” part in the correct place by aligning the objects and using the
“conic” handle. Group again the two objects.
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•

Import again the original 3D model (if you haven’t made a copy of it earlier), move it to
the side, cut-off the existing phone holders (use a similar procedure as before), attach
the modified holders from the previous step and finally group everything together.

Now the modified model is ready to be exported as a .stl file, if we wish to slice it and print it.
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Exercise 2: Customizing the 3D Model by Adding Text
A very common and popular modification is to add text to our 3D model. We have two options
concerning the appearance of the letters: they can either be “raised” (protrude from the surface)
or they can be “engraved” (recede/obscure from the surface). We will select the “engraved” look
for our text to avoid any stability problems when resting our phone on the stand and avoid the
need to re-measure and re-adjust the dimensions of the phone holders.
In this particular 3D model, there at least three places where we can add some text (as shown in
the image below). For this exercise, we will add the text on front side of the phone stand (where
the phone holders are).

Our goal is to engrave the text “3D2ACT” on the front. To achieve this, you can do the following:
• Use the “Workplane tool” and select/click on the front inclined plane.
• Select “Text” from Basic Shapes Library. Make sure that the height of the letters is at least
3mm. See the rest of the suggested settings and dimensions on the image below.
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•

Click on the “Hole” button instead of “Solid”. Using the conic handle, move the letters
1mm below the workplane to give an “engraved” effect on the surface of the model. Then
group together the model and the text.
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•

•

Try moving the letters 2mm (or more) below the workplane for a “deeper engraving”.
Then export the model as an .stl file and slice it in Cura using supports. What do you
observe?
Answer: If the letters are 2mm deep, they need supports, which will be difficult to
remove. On the other hand, the letters with 1mm depth do not need any supports and
will result in a “smoother” print surface.
Do a similar procedure to “engrave” the 3D2ACT URL i.e. www.3d2act.eu, below the
“3D2ACT” letters as shown in the picture.

Exercise 3: Customizing the 3D Model by Adding a Logo
The main goal of this exercise is to add an “engraved” logo to our model that comes from an
image (e.g. having a .jpg, .png etc. format). We will use the official 3D2ACT logo, but you can use
any other logo you like (e.g. from your favorite football team). To turn any image to a 3D model,
the simplest way is to convert it into .svg format.
What is SVG?
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) is an XML-based vector image format for two-dimensional
graphics, describing images as shapes. The advantage of using SVG is that you can modify and
scale the image size without losing quality or detail.
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There are free vector graphic software (like Inkscape) that you can use to create or edit vector
graphics on your desktop, as well as several free online applications that can convert raster
images like PNG or JPG to SVG.
Our goal is to add the official 3D2ACT logo and the 3D2ACT URL on the other side of the phone
stand. To achieve this, you can do the following:
•

Before adding the logo, first add the 3D2ACT URL on the other side of phone stand. You
can copy and paste the existing URL text from the front side and align it correctly to the
new workplane.

•

To convert the 3D2ACT logo (filename: 3D2ACT logo pyramid.png) to SVG format (a .svg
image file), you can use a free online SVG converter (for example https://picsvg.com ).
You may get better results if you first convert your image/logo to a greyscale image (black
& white) but this is not absolutely necessary. Download and save the converted SVG
image.
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•

Import the SVG file to TinkerCAD and align the object with the Workplane (use the
suggested settings from the image below). To achieve the correct alignment of the logo
object with the Workplane do the following steps:
1) Set the Workplane to the default (bottom) position.
2) Import the SVG file and the logo object will appear.
3) Copy the logo object and then delete it.
4) Set a custom Workplane on the face of the phone stand you want to lay flat.
5) Paste the logo object and it will be repositioned on the custom Workplane.
6) Orient and resize the logo object accordingly.
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•
•

Click on the “Hole” button and move the logo 2mm below the workplane to get the
“engraved” look.
Group the logo with the rest of the model. Now everything should be grouped together
and appear as one single model

Exercise 4: Slicing the 3D Model
Now you can export your custom phone stand 3D model and slice it for 3D printing. Open your
.stl file in Cura (or any other slicer software).
When you load the model you can easily notice the red areas shown in the PREPARE view,
indicating the overhangs that will need support in order to be printed. Therefore, it is necessary
to enable the “Generate support” button in Cura.

Printing the model standing up is not the best choice for many reasons. You can easily
reorient/rotate your model to minimize support usage (thus reducing printing time and material
used). A better choice would be to lay the model on its side. You can see below an image of the
sliced model using default supports.
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Try to re-slice your model a few times. Compare the results in PREVIEW mode and check the
trade-offs between printing time and filament consumption, using:
• different infill percentages and infill patterns like: grid, triangles, cubic, cubic subdivision,
zig zag, gyroid, lightning etc.
• increased “Wall line Count” e.g. to 3 or 4 for a stronger and more durable 3D print
• different types of support structures. For example, having tree supports instead of normal
“everywhere” supports may save filament and time, and result in a better looking and
“cleaner” 3D print, which needs less effort to remove the supports.
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The final printed 3D2ACT phone stand is shown in the pictures below.

After you 3D print your model, check that the measurements taken were correct and verify that
your phone fits perfectly on the stand.
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Activity Worksheet 2.3.1 (Student Version)
Level 2 (Intermediate Level: Mastering the Basics and Beyond)
Chapter 2.3 Hands-on Training: Customizing and Printing Simple Designs
Activity Worksheet 2.3.1
In this worksheet we will learn how to customize an already existing 3D model of a mobile phone
stand. More specifically, we will
•
•
•

make modifications to the design of the model
add “engraved” custom text to the model
add an “engraved” image/logo taken from a 2D image

Afterwards, we will export the 3D model, slice it appropriately (changing the orientation, adding
supports etc.) and finally 3D print it. The final printed result will look like the following image.
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Exercise 1: Making Modifications to an Existing 3D Design
Let’s assume that we want to make changes to a 3D model (.stl file), that we haven’t designed
ourselves. In this example we will use a very popular phone stand from Thingiverse
(https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2120591). This model was designed for a particular phone
in mind and the dimensions of the phone holders (as shown in the picture below) have a specific
width (around 8mm). However, the thickness of different cell phones may vary (depending on
the model, whether or not there is a protective sleeve, or a protective case etc.)

Our goal is to increase the length of the phone holders by 2mm.
[Optional: For more accurate measurements, we can use calipers to determine the thickness of
our phone (see the picture below) and increase the length of the holders accordingly.]
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[Note: You can skip this exercise if the dimensions of the phone holders are already correct for
your particular phone.]
Download the 3D model from Thingiverse (or use the provided .stl file), open TinkerCAD, sign-in
and click on the “Create new design” button. Change the name of the project to “3D2ACT phone
stand” and click on the “Import” button to load the 3D model.

To increase the length of the phone holders, we must first “cut-off” and isolate only this specific
part of model. To achieve this, you can do the following:
•
•

Use the “Workplane tool” button to select the workplane as shown in the pictures below.
Use two (or more) hollow boxes to “cut-off” the holders from the rest of the model. An
indication of the position and dimensions of the hollow boxes is given in the images
below.
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•
•

Select all objects and click the “Group” button.
Select both objects and click on “Duplicate and repeat”. Now that we have two copies,
remove the “outer” part from the one and the “inner” part from the other, using again
two hollow boxes, and group each object with the respective hollow box.

•

Drag the middle square handle outwards to increase the length of the piece by 4mm
instead of 2mm that we actually want e.g. from 5mm to 9mm as shown in the picture (or
as long as you prefer). We do that because it is better to have an overlap of 1mm on each
size when we reattach the parts. This way we avoid any minor gaps and have a better
“solid” model. If the surfaces are barely touching may cause problems when printing.
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[Note: Make sure that the “Snap Grid” at the bottom of the page is set to 1.0mm. This
helps a lot and makes it easier when changing dimensions.]

•
•

Then move the “outer” part in the correct place by aligning the objects and using the
“conic” handle. Group again the two objects.
Import again the original 3D model (if you haven’t made a copy of it earlier), move it to
the side, cut-off the existing phone holders (use a similar procedure as before), attach
the modified holders from the previous step and finally group everything together.
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Now the modified model is ready to be exported as a .stl file, if we wish to slice it and print it.

Exercise 2: Customizing the 3D Model by Adding Text
A very common and popular modification is to add text to our 3D model. We have two options
concerning the appearance of the letters: they can either be “raised” (protrude from the surface)
or they can be “engraved” (recede/obscure from the surface). We will select the “engraved” look
for our text to avoid any stability problems when resting our phone on the stand and avoid the
need to re-measure and re-adjust the dimensions of the phone holders.
In this particular 3D model, there at least three places where we can add some text (as shown in
the image below). For this exercise, we will add the text on front side of the phone stand (where
the phone holders are).

Our goal is to engrave the text “3D2ACT” on the front. To achieve this, you can do the following:
• Use the “Workplane tool” and select/click on the front inclined plane.
• Select “Text” from Basic Shapes Library. Make sure that the height of the letters is at least
3mm. See the rest of the suggested settings and dimensions on the image below.
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•

Click on the “Hole” button instead of “Solid”. Using the conic handle, move the letters
1mm below the workplane to give an “engraved” effect on the surface of the model. Then
group together the model and the text.
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•

•

Try moving the letters 2mm (or more) below the workplane for a “deeper engraving”.
Then export the model as an .stl file and slice it in Cura using supports. What do you
observe?
Do a similar procedure to “engrave” the 3D2ACT URL i.e. www.3d2act.eu , below the
“3D2ACT” letters as shown in the picture.

Exercise 3: Customizing the 3D Model by Adding a Logo
The main goal of this exercise is to add an “engraved” logo to our model that comes from an
image (e.g. having a .jpg, .png etc. format). We will use the official 3D2ACT logo, but you can use
any other logo you like (e.g. from your favorite football team). To turn any image to a 3D model,
the simplest way is to convert it into .svg format.
What is SVG?
SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) is an XML-based vector image format for two-dimensional
graphics, describing images as shapes. The advantage of using SVG is that you can modify and
scale the image size without losing quality or detail.
There are free vector graphic software (like Inkscape) that you can use to create or edit vector
graphics on your desktop, as well as several free online applications that can convert raster
images like PNG or JPG to SVG.
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Our goal is to add the official 3D2ACT logo and the 3D2ACT URL on the other side of the phone
stand. To achieve this, you can do the following:
•

Before adding the logo, first add the 3D2ACT URL on the other side of phone stand. You
can copy and paste the existing URL text from the front side and align it correctly to the
new workplane.

•

To convert the 3D2ACT logo (filename: 3D2ACT logo pyramid.png) to SVG format (a .svg
image file), you can use a free online SVG converter (for example https://picsvg.com ).
You may get better results if you first convert your image/logo to a greyscale image (black
& white) but this is not absolutely necessary. Download and save the converted SVG
image.
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•

Import the SVG file to TinkerCAD and align the object with the Workplane (use the
suggested settings from the image below).

•

Click on the “Hole” button and move the logo 2mm below the workplane to get the
“engraved” look.
Group the logo with the rest of the model. Now everything should be grouped together
and appear as one single model

•
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Exercise 4: Slicing the 3D Model
Now you can export your custom phone stand 3D model and slice it for 3D printing. Open your
.stl file in Cura (or any other slicer software).
When you load the model you can easily notice the red areas shown in the PREPARE view,
indicating the overhangs that will need support in order to be printed. Therefore, it is necessary
to enable the “Generate support” button in Cura.

Printing the model standing up is not the best choice for many reasons. You can easily
reorient/rotate your model to minimize support usage (thus reducing printing time and material
used). A better choice would be to lay the model on its side. You can see below an image of the
sliced model using default supports.
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Try to re-slice your model a few times. Compare the results in PREVIEW mode and check the
trade-offs between printing time and filament consumption, using:
• different infill percentages and infill patterns like: grid, triangles, cubic, cubic subdivision,
zig zag, gyroid, lightning etc.
• increased “Wall line Count” e.g. to 3 or 4 for a stronger and more durable 3D print
• different types of support structures. For example, having tree supports instead of normal
“everywhere” supports may save filament and time, and result in a better looking and
“cleaner” 3D print, which needs less effort to remove the supports.
The final printed 3D2ACT phone stand is shown in the pictures below.
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After you 3D print your model, check that the measurements taken were correct and verify that
your phone fits perfectly on the stand.
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